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Another one gone
Wright’s Meadow, Leighton Road,
Stanbridge, Beds, LU7 9HR
Tel: 01525-371322
www.buzzardrugby.co.uk
Twitter: @buzzardrugby
The views offered in this publication do not
necessarily reflect official LBRFC policy.
Photographs are used with the full permission of
the owner most of the time. The club logo is used
without permission. The name’s John Coffey. Like
the drink only not spelt the same. Past
performance is not a guide to future growth. Not
available in the R.O.I

With the current vogue for dismissing friendlies as an irrelevance yesterday’s
match at Oundle marked the end of another season. No more playing up to the
last possible day in April. It looks like we’re safe to contest in Level 6 of the
League structure for another season, though the wild variations of logic
traditionally associated with the RFU Leagues committees means we could be
moved to the London Division and start next season’s campaign with an away
match against Alderney!
As widely trailed this issue is dedicated to memories of the mighty Pearso. I
would like to thank everyone that sent contributions with a special mench to
Ben Friday for including a picture of a pristine Pop-up Pirate. At 14 pages
you’ve helped make this issue our longest ever, and the easiest to compile. See
you next season!

Tools
Caption Competition

Done and Dusted
The
squeaky
bum
win
over
Northamptonians last weekend was
sorely required but things were not cut
and dried. However with Bugbrooke
hosting and losing to Syston in their
last match it pretty much made us safe,
despite us being thumped by Oundle
57-15. The other variable in our favour
is that all of the bottom three in
Midlands Premier (Midlands 1 in old
money) fall naturally into the west
section of the Midlands Division
though one of them, Newbold, have
been placed in the East in recent times.
With only one postponed match to play
(Melton v Huntingdon) the almost final
table looks like this. Full details at:
www.rfu.com
Pts

Bedford Athletic
117
Syston
114
Kettering
105
Paviors
90
Old Northamptonians
84
Peterborough
71
Oundle
70
Northampton Old Scouts 50
Melton Mowbray *
49
Wellingborough
47
Leighton Buzzard
45
Bugbrooke
41
Huntingdon *
30
Market Rasen & Louth
7

A whole world of possibilities!

Walton’s Mountain
Andy Walton let slip a marvellous story at a recent pre-match lunch and was
daft enough to repeat it whilst sat next to John Surguy who couldn’t wait to
recount it to me the second I walked through the door.
Some time before his arrival at Leighton Andy played for Sale. One of his fellow
lunchers asked if he ever made the 1st XV. “Nah” said Andy with a heavy heart.
“My problem was that Steve Smith was at the club at the same time. Fran
Cotton was captain and they were best mates, so I never had a chance. He
bloody hated me”. Nothing to do with 28 caps for England then Andy?
To his credit Sir Guy told me a self-depreciating tale as well. Many of you may
not know, but John now lives on a gated community in Burnham in leafy and
prestigious South Bucks … just outside Slough! Anyway, John and his good lady
were at a soiree and found themselves making small talk with a female of much
fewer years. Rugby and Northampton came up in the conversation and the
young lady said “oh, my boyfriend plays for Northampton” and called him over.
“This is John. He used to play for Northampton”, to which the young whippersnapper rather disrespectfully replied, “Yes darling, but that was in the amateur
days”.
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The Viking Times

One of my favourite pastimes .... drinking black stuff with a Viking, then followed with a tomato juice that had the added contents of
the following ... eggs ... Tabasco.. .. Lee and Perrins ... salt ... pepper ... vodka ... cider ... Guinness ... then stirred with a finger that
had just spent the past 5 minutes up each nostril ... I fooking lov u Chris Pearson x ....
Richard Beer
One of my first memories of the LBRFC is of Chris doing the yard like a king! So sadly missed by all the Roberts clan
Sarah & Pete Roberts

😢 xx

On landing today we found out some incredibly sad news ....the passing of everyone's favourite Viking
😢 As we both left the
plane in tears our thoughts and hearts go out to Sue, Thomas, Amy and families.....LBRFC will never be the same again! There was
only one Chris Pearson ...RIP big fella. Forever in our
Kursti Beer

❤'s!!

Standing on the touchline, pregnant with Harry. David dropped a pass.. Chris Pearson shouts 'She will never let you hold the baby'!
A sad day to hear the passing of a wonderful man. As a family we all have very fond memories of Chris at the club. You will always
be missed.
Jo Yirrell
Always fond of telling anyone who will listen about Chris as a Colts coach or as I remember youth alcohol coaching advisor!
Twickenham on a mini bus through the near standstill traffic Chris in his Viking uniform hanging out the door directing the
supporters. Pull in to a busy pub and Chris made his way to the front of many waiting rugby fans and ordered the colts Guinness.
Always be our/my colts/alcohol coach. Love this man and family millions. I’ll pass on many more as too many to remember 😢
Tom King
We were playing a game away up the A1 and my 2 props were Pearson and Turner, being a responsible captain I always drove and
took with the other front row, with a view to keeping them out of a pub before the game.
Having failed on this occasion we were running late and speeding through Great Barford when l struck a strolling Pheasant. Under
threat of death Chris P made me reverse 50 metres whereupon he got out the car and collected his Sunday dinner placing it in my
boot. I know we made it to the game in time but no idea of the result.
Eric Cohen
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I was shocked and very saddened to learn of the passing of our very dear friend. He was a fantastic character, enormously strong
man and it was a joy to be in his company. He has left an enormous hole in his family’s life and that of those who knew him.
Having lunch one day on a skiing holiday a boring fellow from our hotel walked in, so Chris decided we should disguise ourselves so
he would not sit with us – silly bu**er – the photos were his effort.

Paul Whiting
Even now I can still hear "Come on you Buzzards!!"
Nobby Clark
So Chris went to sleep in the morning, not the afternoon (so tired was he). Rest up amigo. Its been an honour to have known you
and played beside you. Great memories!
Nick Watkins
My friends at school (Cedars Sixth Form) kept telling me about this bloke running Colts rugby at Buzzards. It was a great laugh, he
encouraged drinking games (brilliant news for penniless Colts) and the rugby was good as well.
I played rugby at Cedars but never really fell in love with the game. However as soon as I encountered Pearson my attitude to rugby
changed. His commitment to our Colts team was unwavering and although his coaching methods were 'sparce' the nuggets he did
offer were often spot on and accurate. He simply made me really enjoy the sport - both on and off the field. He showed all us boys
what being part of a rugby team really meant and it allowed me and my teamates to enjoy all aspects of the game.
Chris encouraged me to play rugby and enjoy playing at Buzzards. He also got me to never see this kids game in the same way
again!
Ben Friday
I know you will be receiving hundreds of messages with people’s recollections of Chris but I wanted to add mine. It is over 25 years
since I last saw Chris but he still holds great affection for me. He always looked after us schoolboys and colts (as we were in those
days) and like many others I learned to drink at his side. He was always kind, patient and willing to pass on his great Rugby lore both
on the playing and social side. His rendition of “The Jabberwock” is still fresh in my mind and always makes me smile.
Tim Elvin
I will always remember Pearso’s gentle encouragement from the touchline. Criticism was always fair, informative and constructive
… not! He had his favourite phrases, “mother’s little cherub” springs to mind but I always remember one in particular: “You can
start playing now Tooley. Your tart’s arrived!”
Andy Tooley
Chris was making his way back from injury and somehow ended up playing flanker in Ian Millington's sixth team at Bedford Queens.
As a team we were up against it in the scrum when the tight head prop said he wanted to go off because he was ‘too tired’ to
continue. Chris took the unnamed player by the shirt, slapped him playfully around the face and said “You can’t give up you are
playing for Leighton Buzzard now”. On hearing this message from the great prop Pearson the tired prop took his place in the scrum
and never complained again. He went to play a few more seasons no doubt with the message from Chris playing in his head when
the going got tough. RIP Chris.
Kevin Ellis
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Dublin ’95 – The pillager pillaged

Pre Ball at Pearson Towers

This is terribly sad news, and on reading your email, put a tear in my eye. The world is a poorer place without ‘Pearso’
Rob Stirling
Teignmouth Tour - This was when Chris had done his knee ligaments, but insisted on touring. After the Court on the Sunday one or
two tourists were sentenced to swim across a horrible dock not too far from the hotel. Chris was not going to miss this, but
struggled to keep up on crutches. All was solved when some resourceful tourists found a discarded pallet and promptly sat Chris
upon it. The people of Teignmouth were left open-mouthed as traffics was stopped to allow the ‘Viking King’ to be transported
down to the harbour, sitting aloft his trusty carriage waving his crutches at the admiring crowds was a sight to behold!
Versus Derby at home - Derby were seeking revenge on Chris for previous form on the raffle and the infamous ‘yard’. They came
prepared. Chris was challenged to a drinking game; you know where you must do what I do, I take a gulp, you take a gulp, I take my
shirt off, etc. Well, down to underpants and last drop of Guinness drunk, the Derby man bravely drops his underpants, and reveals
he is also wearing a jockstrap, the look on Chris’ face was total shock when he realised he’d been stitched up and had to stand
bollock naked on a table in the clubhouse.
I think what John Surguy said to me is well worth inclusion. We spoke on the day the news broke, we had a few minutes generally
reminiscing and John said ‘let’s hope that people don’t forget what a good rugby player Chris was, strong as an ox!’. Praise indeed!
Tony Guerrieria
My first home game/meeting with Pearson went like this:
Pearson - Northerner eh, pint??
Me - yes mate, lager
Pearson - Guinness??
Me - I don’t drink Guinness, lager please
Pearson
Me -ok, Guinness!

-

Guinness??

I’m sure this happened to most players! Still drink Guinness now
Stuart Langhorn
The kiss on the cheek, we can rebuild this clubhouse, come on you Buzzards. Larger than life character sorely missed. Not to
mention that he was a very, very good rugby footballer.
John Surguy
Of the many many images of Chris the one that still sticks is when, due to his knee op and lack of mobility on tour he was carried
shoulder high through the town in full Viking mode on a pallet like a chieftain, whilst regaling all and sundry with abuse and
humorous outpourings.
If any members of LBRFC deserved to be held aloft by his colleagues, then Chris is surely one. I recall it did take quite a few burly
forwards to complete the task.
See you in Valhalla Pearson. XXX
Ralph Harper
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Denis Hardy’s wedding, including the infamous Thommo

Running out into the pitch with cries of “The Leighton Buzzard roundabout is on!” still makes me smile to this day!
Pearson almost cost me my marriage. In a drunken haze I am cuddling the Viking hatted fur wearing hero and have got what looks
to my wife to be lipstick on my collar. Unable to explain said red substance the next day through the fog of war she determined it
definitely was lipstick and that I was in trouble. On finding out that I been cuddling Pearson because my legs had decided that
standing up wasn’t for them. I put two and two together and luckily or more devastatingly my wife agreed it was much more likely
to be Pearson than an attractive young lady that came near me. Overall I miss the old bugger and hope he is causing as much of a
riot wherever he is now as he did down here!
Jon Henkes
On tour to France: To the bemusement of the local populace, Chris assumed official traffic directing duties in the middle of Rue du
Charles de Gaulle (Coulommiers) while wearing the not entirely traditional uniform of a gendarme c/o Bermuda shirt, shorts and
that inimitable horned Viking helmet. Miraculously, Chris was neither arrested nor run over.
In the Club bar: Deciding on a whim to inspect the nasal passages of arriving past-players. The criteria for passing this test
remained largely unexplained.
Sartorially challenged at the pre-match luncheon:
Some years before the introduction of that rather loud wide-stripe official club jacket, Chris and I found each other wearing identical
classic tailoring. Don't you just hate that? We could so easily have been mistaken for twins, save that while my quasi-Saville Row
vertically striped jacket was immaculately cut in the muted hues of LBRFC, his was , of course, predominantly orange.
John Hooper
Like many others, I have some great memories of Chris, but this one, is my own lovely, favourite and sums up such a wonderful man
with a sometimes subtle and definite wicked sense of humour.
Just after Dan and I married in 2010, we were invited to Chris and Rich Beers 40th Birthday Party in Jan 2011 at the Ship pub. It was
a great night and packed out. So many faces, lots of fun and merriment. Dan and I stood in the packed front bar chatting to loads
of people we'd not seen since our wedding, there was standing room only.
Gently I felt a hand hold mine. How lovely I thought, Dan’s hand, to which I gave it a little squeeze which was reciprocated. We all
carried on chatting. It was only after a about 5 mins It dawned on me Dan was holding his drink with the hand I thought I was
holding. I looked down and balanced on the arm of a chair slightly to the side of me was a grinning Chris, huge brown eyes laughing
at me! It was very funny, just so Chris, always up for a giggle whatever the situation. Telling Sue at the time, I think her reply was
something like, “Well, you know Chris!”. Thank goodness I/we did have that chance. A truly great man. It’s a story we've told over
many times to friends and family. Not many could get away with doing that but Chris Pearson could x
Sian Lockett
-

Raffle sales via tickets stuffed into pocket, big brown head appearing as if out of a ruck
The massive persona
He always had time for a chat
A lovable, affable man mountain
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Following friendly fire incident in local nightclub that saw me emerge with a broken nose I was at the Club the following day where
Chris helped alleviate my injury. Dr Death and a pint of Guinness later, all was resolved. Chris provided the Guinness and Dr Death
the surgery. My nose has never been better/the same
Paul Gore
Playing at Letchworth in the mid or late eighties, they had their talisman ‘Leroy’, an eighteen stone bouncer type winger. Everyone
understood that if he got the ball and got a head of steam up, we were fucked. Well we had a very good side out on this occasion
but that alone didn’t stop Leroy getting the ball with plenty of time to get some dangerous momentum going. You all know by now
that Chris was not always overt in his motivation but I can tell you when he got interested it was worth sticking close behind home.
On this occasion Leroy was busting through our lines and each subsequent tackle looked feebler than the last due to the increasing
momentum. Leroy’s progress was halted in a blink, when CP stepped unhurriedly one pace to his side, dropped his shoulder
unhurriedly and Leroy collided with the perfect twenty stone ramrod from Leighton Buzzard. The instant effect mirrored a rapidly
deflating balloon whizzing around a room at a kids party. Leroy went from 60 mph rampaging rhino to deflated balloon in the blink
of a Pearson.
Ben Irvine
Met him on LB high street, said hello and he leaned over, finger& thumb pointed at me, and before I realised what was happening
he had plucked one of my errant nose hairs!!!! Talk about tears to my eyes! Now every time I trim my nose hairs which as you will
understand, is now quite often, I think, fondly, of my old mate Chris Pearson and of course he was a raffle ticket seller
extraordinaire. Very occasionally, when faced with someone refusing his kind offer to buy raffle tickets, they would often be met
with his response "Through which window would you like to leave?"
Eddie Young

I remember playing with Chris as a 20 something. I presume that the firsts weren’t playing. Pete Shep (I worked with Pete) dragged
me along to a match where I was tight head, Shep was loose and Chris was playing 8 if i remember rightly. Maybe Mario was
hooker. Anyway with 10 minutes to go I got popped up by the third prop I had faced and gave a penalty away. The next breath I
was lifted off my feet by Chris by my collar and was reminded what would happen if I got that done to me again! Fcuking get in
there!!
I remember him and Bunt Scott coaching us “Foresters“ for the famous 6-6 draw we had against our 5th team (Mick Parker broke
his leg). But the teapot raffles and sticking your ticket on your head with the word £1 ringing in your ear, great memories. True
legend.
Absolute legend at Wright’s Meadow. I can still see him banging that teapot for the raffle, yard of Guinness etc. Will be truly
missed.
Adrian Stephenson
I have two memories. The classic raffle - "are you buying a raffle ticket?"......pregnant pause...."if not, pick a window"......second
pregnant pause....."you're leaving". And the second was when there were three generations of our family in the club. Both me & my
brother had played and my dad made a very rare appearance at the club (although he was friends with a few of the old players and
did some sailing with Dr Death amongst others) and my granddad was visiting from Oz. Chris stitched up the raffle and my dad was
presented with the yard of Guinness. The club was packed and there was no way my old man could have done the yard. He looked
at my granddad and realised that no octogenarian was going to consume that quantity of Guinness either. He looked at me but I
was driving that night and he never looked at my brother because Al was still under 18 at that time. So he momentarily locked eyes
with Chris Pearson and realised there was no sympathy there and no backing down. So with great difficulty and with full acceptance
of the drinking challenge Chris and the winning raffle ticket had presented him he very gracefully donated the yard of Guinness to
my brother who mounted the chair above the big blue wheely bin and necked the yard in about 45 seconds I think - much to the
appreciation of those in the club and much to the appreciation of the Chris Pearson who completely recognised the elegant
transition of power and standing within the Davis clan. No words needed to be said it was all about the impassive Pearson presence!
I'm sure there are loads more but those are the two that stand out immediately to me. Best wishes to Sue et al.
Cameron Davis
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30 years ago, when John Fraser was club captain in 1988-89 they were playing away at Wigston near Leicester, Pearson was the
driver, after the game, plus a few drinks, he told all in his car that he had to get back to Leighton and they had to get in now, or he
would leave them behind. Fraser jumped in and asked Chris if they could stop soon, as he was busting for a piss. Pearson ignored
him but eventually decided to stop for a pint at the Royal Oak (now Fratellis) in Woburn, by which time Fraser, nearly pissing
himself, ran to the side of the pub and in his words, "pissed for a week". While doing this he noticed that some worms had
appeared from the ground where his piss had formed a small pond, (nothing has grown there since). Fraser gathered up a couple
worms and went inside the pub, slipping them into Pearson’s pint of Guinness. Pearson asked everybody to drink up, and as he
took large gulps of his Guinness he spluttered and pulled one of the worms from his mouth. The other lads all choking on their beers
and laughing, (Fraser had already told them). Chris shouted "You did that Frase, you **%?£ "
Back at the club, Fraser all full of chuckles, did not know that Chris was determined to get his own back. It wasn't long before Chris
got the chance, and with Fraser not knowing that his fresh pint was had been topped up by Chris pissing in it. Chris watched Fraser
drinking and he did so his smile getting wider as Fraser pint was emptied. That is why for years when anybody bought him over a
pint of Guinness Chris would hold it up to see the bottom of the glass, checking that no "extras" had been added.
When we had a Six Nations visit to Italy, we stayed in Rome, and nearly came a cropper. On the match day Chris dressed in full
Viking, we decided to go via the Coliseum. As we were walking along, tourists would stop us and they all wanted to take photos of
the "VIKING". Chris as usual posed and made his noises, but we were interrupted by Roman centurions who did not like this Viking
invading their pitch. I spoke to the Roman soldiers, who said it was their full-time job, tourists having to pay to take photos of
them, so to have an invader do the same for free was not on. They reminded me what Roman soldiers did to invaders. I got the
message, and we beat a hasty exit from the area, before the centurions carried out their threat.
Mario Marrone
The most notable playing memory for me (and plenty of others) was the Saracens pre-season game. I think we were penalised 10
metres from our line and from and from the P move the Saracens second row, who I think was Lee Adamson decided to line up
an attempt to run through Chris. Chris then just set himself in a squat tackle position and Adamson got totally driven backwards
and broken on the ground.
On Easter tour to Pembroke Dock the tour management decided Chris and myself should room together at the sister hotel around
the corner from the main hotel so we trundled around there to check in, Chris in his normal Viking attire and myself in whatever the
tour theme was. When we walked into the bar, the half dozen lowlifes and barman drinking there abruptly switched speaking from
English to Welsh clearly talking about these two oddballs who had just entered their lives. Chris looked at me, giggled and
proceeded to harangue the establishment in his best gobbledegook gibberish language for at least 10 minutes leaving the patrons
totally gob-smacked. You had to be there to realise how hilarious it was. Great times.
Alban Turney
Playing with Chris in a 3rd XV match and we aren't doing that well. At another restart, Chris suggests, for a change, a short 10m
grubber up the middle. We didn't inform our colleagues. I duly obliged and then we stand there and look at each other, whilst the
opposition gleefully collect possession and run it back at us. When questioned, Chris confirmed that he was the 'ideas man' and
couldn't be expected to chase the bloody thing as well. We lost.
Jeremy Tobin MRICS, Pinders
Chris was responsible, I use that word in the loosest sense for the Colts team. He was great training the team, with a heavy focus of
keeping it in the forwards but it was the legendary drinking after matches that are so memorable and enjoyable. As a result the
pool of players to pick from grew and grew as so many local lads wanted to be involved in the drinking. Not that anyone particularly
wanted to drink Guinness at the age of 16 - 18 but were desperate to engage in the drinking after a game with jugs of Guinness
flowing. Chris brought along 'Pop up Pirate' after one game which became legendary thereafter. He had an amazing knack of
stitching someone up each night with pop up pirate and if they got too big for their boots then unsurprisingly they would win the
half yard of Ale and it would be a matter of minutes before it came back up again! A distant memory was Stephen Giltrow being
tied to the flag pole naked one evening at about 7.30 pm after winning multiple times on Pop Up Pirate as guests were arriving for a
wedding function in the room next door. As the leader of the Colts, he ran a trip to Twickenham, no one knew who was playing, but
we went along because of the guaranteed craic and good times. It was always a pleasure spending time in Chris's company and he
genuinely looked after his Colts team.
Stef Healy
The tray stuck to the Newark Club house floor In the early days of league rugby, in the late 1980s the 3rds would travel with the 1sts (and sometimes 1sts, 2nds and 3rds) to places
such as Newark. I was playing for the thirds and in the bar Chris asked (i.e. told) us to collect any scraps of paper we could find. No
explanation was given. At the end of the evening the finale of the Buzzard singing - orchestrated by Chris of course, was camp fire
songs. Chris had a metal tray on the floor on which the fire was started with all our collected paper providing the fuel. At the end of
the song, Chris announced we were leaving, one of us gently kicked the tray which didn't move an inch as the heat had welded it to
the plastic floor. I recall our departure was just that bit quicker than normal.
My second story involving Chris was in one of my first season (mid-eighties). The first and third teams had played away and had
stopped at The Golden Rule in Dagnall (one of the few pubs to open late Saturday afternoons in those days). As this was about four
miles from where I lived I phoned my wife to pick me up. When she arrived, Chris, always welcoming to a new member, came over
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to be friendly. So far so good. Unfortunately, my wife was rather taken back by his topic of conversation - which was something
along the lines of our sexual preferences. Based primarily on this she decided that the Rugby club was not for her and it was 30
years later and an invite to Mark Hardy's 60th birthday before she ever entered the club. Good intentions don't always work out.
John McDougal
My memories of Chris are mixed; mainly he was a great big cuddly bear with a warm smile and ready wit, but he was also a force to
be reckoned with – as the main allocator of Guinness yards, he was no man to be trifled with. If my memory serves me correctly, I
fell foul of the rules for which a Guinness yard was the punishment on more than one occasion. However, my memory does not serve
me correctly, and I suspect that these two issues are connected.
I was fortunate to play alongside Chris a few times, on the occasions when another hooker (can’t remember his name) was
unavailable (I believe he sometimes had to go away on courses for people who are too small to speak in a deep gravelly voice).
Anyway, on such occasions I generally took lots of balls against the head, and when Chris wasn’t in the room, I naturally claimed the
credit. On one occasion, for example, at the old Luton ground I whispered to Chris “Take him low – I think I can get some of their
ball.” To which Chris replied: “Just put your feet back and push Meller. That way we’ll have all their ball.” Reluctantly I did, and we
did. I have been a rugby prostitute; hooking for no less than 9 rugby clubs, but I can honestly say that Chris Pearson was the best
tighthead I ever cuddled inappropriately.
Graham Meller
The first time I met Chris, was 2004 when I has phoned the club to say I wanted to start playing rugby again having been banned
following a bad car accident, Gordon Fletcher said “meet me in club”. I duly turned up to see the games where cancelled and the
screen showing the final of 2003. I was introduced to Chris and he was magnanimous in making me feel welcome and part of the
club. My wife turned up with our youngest daughter and Chris introduced himself with a kiss and began eating my daughter’s hair,
she still has counselling.
Steve Jay (Fossil)
I have fond memories of playing, training and touring with Chris-a great big bloke. God bless. Even better memories post-match,
Chris with his raffle tickets and then The Jabberwocky after a few Nigerian lagers. I have a lot of other memories of Chris-but they
are un-printable.
Trevor and Brenda Scourfield
For some reason, Chris had an unnatural fascination in my highly toned legs! My authority as a referee was somewhat undermined
by the call of "Excuse me sir - what are those two bits of string hanging down from your shorts?"
I recall with great delight the occasion of a cup semi-final at Wrights Meadow, when the opposition tried a pre-planned penalty
move from just outside our 22. The ball was passed to their ‘hardman’ who was like a buffalo on the charge. Unfortunately, this
irresistible force was met by an immovable object and was carried off on a stretcher. Five minutes later, a similar opportunity arose
and, as they clearly had only the one penalty move, this time they used their bison (can’t recall the difference between a buffalo and
a bison). The stretcher-bearers were called into action once more and the rock in our defence simply shrugged his shoulders,
grinned and winked at the rest of their depleted pack!
Jon Chapman
Chris Pearson? Never heard of him.
Sue Pearson
(I made this one up – Tools)
Late on the second night of the Wales Tour, myself and my 'roomy' Mr Steve Rogers were feeling a bit worse for wear, we'd had very
little sleep, and apart for a meagre breakfast had had nothing to eat – we were starving! We decided to slink off and see what
Pembroke Dock had to offer regards haute cuisine, the answer was nothing, but we did find an Indian. The place was packed, but
after a short wait got a table, ordered, and were waiting with anticipation. Then things started to go wrong.
Mr Pearson, in full Viking gear wielding a large stick, burst through the door followed by a small but loyal support group.
“INNKEEPER! - FOOD!” he shouted. The curry wallah, a bit taken aback at first, soon pulled himself together and started to usher the
invaders in the reverse direction, obviously deciding these were the sort of clientele he could do without. Meanwhile the two of us
were trying to do the opposite a cat does when cornered - make ourselves very small, but alas we were too near the door – he
spotted us. He brushed aside the diminutive defender, and with a wail of “MY LITTLE WELSH CHERUB!”, headed towards our table.
Lots of kisses, hugs and similar physical abuse followed. What exactly happened after that is a bit hazy but suffice to say he and his
disciples were thrown out – and by association SO WERE WE. We had not eaten a morsel. Thanks Chris!
Going back a few years to the first time the missus met Chris. Obviously when my guard was down I had agreed to go shopping, and
we were in what was then Gateway. I was manoeuvring the trolley around a corner to clash head on with another controlled by
Pearson. He stopped, walked around the trolleys, gave me a big kiss full on the lips, silently walked back to his trolley and continued
on – not a word was spoken. My stunned wife spluttered the words “Who the bloody hell was that?” I've always wondered how
many other people have uttered those words, perhaps after a brief encounter in a Twickenham pub, or after having their nasal hair
removed by a complete stranger!
As a postscript to the first story, me and my bedfellow had to resort to a disgusting Chinese Takeaway, the result of which was, in
the early morning, Buck having the loudest chunder I have ever heard - does anybody else remember hearing it?
Pete Arthur
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As 3 brothers became fathers their offspring would attend the club. Quite regularly it was noted by Pearso we (Beers) where cloned
and as the years passed he reiterated we were all cloned, even the daughters!
Oh we laughed and how true it’s become. Would love to say the same about his family but sadly never got the chance ....so with
that I can say ..... Pearson boys are cloned. Much love Chris and thoughts with you continually
David Beer
As a young colt we were enjoying a few beers in the members bar one Saturday night when Pearso grabbed me and dragged me
into the main hall where a wedding reception was in full flow. I was presented to a very attractive young lady and asked “will he
do?” It transpired that whilst Pearso had been pinching the food from the wedding buffet the afore mentioned young lady had
intervened only to be questioned on her marital status. Chris having established she was single was informed she was after someone
“tall dark and handsome” to which Chris offered up his services. Failing on at least one count (I’m being generous! ) I was the
obvious replacement, fitting the bill perfectly !!!!!. A dash home to spruce up, some clean pants, puff of talc and gallon of Paco
Rabanne and a toy boy relationship began. Thanks Chris, happy memories.
Richard Sear
In about 1983 an old college friend of mine joined the club. Name of Rich Davies who at the time was married to a very attractive
girl called Barbie who had been a part time model. After a game a gang of us sat round in the bar drinking and bantering. Pearson
included. Barbie looking fabulous arrives to pick up Rich. "Fuck me, who's the c*nt in the boots?" queries Chris.
Rich sitting next to him proudly answers," that's my wife."
Bunt Scott
Will always remember Chris standing atop the gatepost mooning the coach from Coulommiers as they departed after Easter tour.
Kelvin Healy
I do not have any specific memories about Chris worth printing other than every rugby club should have a club man like Pearson. I
do recall when the Caddington trio Pearson, Bangsie and Blockhead first arrived at LBRFC.
Pearson rose to the heights of the first team while Bangsie, Blockhead and I enjoyed our rugby in the seconds thirds and fourths.
Chris should have enjoyed a much longer life. His character would have become even more legendary.
Chris Benton
I remember he scared the life out of me when I first met him in the club bar, ranting and raving like a lunatic -but it just turned out
to be his rendition of Jabberwock!
My son Jon, when I told him about Chris said “that’s very sad. I remember that he used to pick me up and pretend that he was going
to eat me!”
I find it hard to believe that he’s gone, it’s so sad.
Ray Vernon
As a very young lad in the post-match bar, I was approached by a certain Viking rattling the raffle pot. Most will remember that
attempting any form of debate around the required payment was futile. However, I was utterly broke and had enough cash for a
pint, and no more. I pleaded with him, showed my meagre reserves, and still the pot got waggled under my nose.
The big fella then leaned in and said pop your pound in there, I will look after you for a few beers. Perfect, I had obviously tugged a
heart string and was feeling very smug that a dire Saturday night was now looking decidedly better. What a fool.
15 minutes later I had of course miraculously won the raffle and was presented with the yard of ale by Chris. I should have seen it
coming but as usual was won over by the charisma. However, the little wink at handover was priceless, like he had done me the
world’s biggest favour.
How about a legacy as opposed to a memory? Hot off the press.
Yesterday evening Mrs Davidson and I went to see the Book of Mormon at the Prince of Wales Theatre. Beforehand we had a meal
with an illustrious member of the Norwegian Special Forces (long story). Unfortunately, our Norske pal discovered halfway through
his first ever IPA that he was utterly allergic, he immediately developed a terrible bout of the hiccups. Never fear, we taught him an
old Chris touring remedy which involves breathing in until you cannot breathe any more, three more gulps, and then breathing out
until you go very blue.
It would be wonderful to conclude that the old Viking was looking after the younger one from afar. Not so, he was sick in the toilets
and chewed Rennies all the way through the performance.
Good times
Jimmy Davidson
My first memory of Chris was a time when I was driving in Leighton Buzzard, usual slow-moving traffic and he acknowledged me
with a beep and a wave as our cars passed. I had only just started playing at the club and was getting used to things, I didn't think
anybody in the revered blue blazered 1st XV, even knew I existed, most of them were usually huddled together after matches and
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not mixing with the lower teams, I was a 3rd team player, cannon fodder in training on Tuesday and Thursday. But that beep &
wave made me feel really happy, a sense of friendship, club belonging and team spirit.
As time passed by and I found my feet ... and the members bar! I quickly realised that this action was typical of Chris "Pearso"
Pearson and I saw him make many new faces at the club feel welcomed, including my wife as a then new girlfriend of mine,
nervously wondering who this big friendly man was and further on in time my children, who nervously peeped at the giant noisy
Viking
man.
Thank you Chris and god bless you and your lovely family xx
Paul Walshaw

A Viking in Malahide

Two of Steaua Bucharest’s finest and a very young Nick Watkins

Some of my memories of Chris:
•
His brilliant rendition of The Jabberwock which would hold a room spellbound
•
His weekly hospitality as he produced a yard of Guinness for the opposition, like a magician pulling a rabbit from a hat
•
That look he used to give with a raised eyebrow
•
The ability to make a Viking in full battledress seem perfectly normal
John Colleran
Just a little addition to the ‘Daffodil Moon’ events we all came to know and love.
I’m not exactly sure when it was, but circa 1985/86, and it was the first time I had witnessed Chris’s gesture to parting friends.
I did so with my wife, Mary, and daughter, Emma, who would have been 5 or 6 at the time and attending Mary Bassett Junior
School.
Monday morning at School for Emma was weekend diary, a time to draw a picture of what you had done at the weekend. And, yes,
Emma drew a picture of a person, standing on a pillar, with trousers modestly lowered and daffodil’s clenched between their
buttocks.
Her form teacher ‘obviously’ questioned her over the authenticity of her picture but luckily in the presence of Lesley Knox, wife of
‘Growler’ Knox a VP at the time, who was also a teacher at Mary Bassett. Lesley quickly advised her teaching colleague that Emma’s
recollection of events was absolutely correct, as Lesley, herself, had also been at the Rugby Club on Sunday and was part of the
group waving our visitors good bye and witnessing the spectacle.
Just one of the special memories I hold of Chris since we started packing down together in 1977.
Trevor Russell
I felt very sad on hearing news, in fact there were tears in my eyes. He always made me smile when I met him on the train, down
the club and around the town. He was a fantastic guy, I'm very pleased I knew him.
Steve Maddison
It is with profound sadness to have read about the passing of Chris. To have known and played with him left a lasting memory of his
lovable and larger than life character. Our thoughts are always with his family and friends. He will be sadly missed.
Abe Plummer
Extremely sad news. Super guy.
Stephen “Splodge” Boyd
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As colts we spent some of the best days of our lives round that table in the members bar and at the club thanks to him! Chris had
created such a brilliant team spirit and family atmosphere over the years he was in charge – looking back remembering him
standing there looking over us proudly watching us get worse for wear playing Pop Up Pearson and ensuring all rules are followed
and penalty drinks drunk! Didn’t quite appreciate the effect he had on us at the time but as time goes by you realise what he did for
us and we will never forget him for that.
Dave Albertella

Denis Hardy’s wedding again (This is from Sue, Denis hasn’t given me his wedding album!) and is that a young Kous-Kous in
Coulommiers?
Back in 1982 I was selected to play for the 1st team as a young 18 year-old. I arrived with trepidation to face the music on the
Saturday home fixture and playing loose head prop in Dave Yirrell's absence. On arrival in the changing room Chris was clearly not
aware I had been selected and welcomed me with words of " Oh fuck we must be in trouble today"
The game thankfully went OK and I thought at least I had survived. Chris to his credit as soon as the game was over, came and sat
with me and apologised and shared his surprise that I had played as I had.
As always a true gentlemen and that was what started a friendship for many years to come. he could never quite get over my
graduation from the front row to back row player.
"Smithy you old bastard" was always his refrain and when the shout went up you knew trouble had arrived - If at Twickenham and
he was in full Viking gear there was always going to be trouble and if as I was entertaining customers it certainly led to an
interesting explanation as to how do you know him!!!
He was a character who will be very hard to match and a privilege to have known.
Ian Smith
One of my main memories of Pearson (aside from the many penalty drinks in Colts Corner, and shouts of "mummy's little soldier"
from the touchline was from a Colts trip to Bromsgrove.
During our years as Colts we had a very proud record of out-drinking the opposition, which was far more successful than our play on
the field.
We arrived at Bromsgrove and after the game (no idea what the result was) we were greeted in the clubhouse with a large amount
of pomp and ceremony.
We were ready for our traditional boat race and were used to just sitting down and getting on with the race, however the
opposition coach decided to make a big deal around the fact their colts team were undefeated in the boat race. We all had to have
smiley faces drawn in our Guinnesses and go through a whole load of unnecessary guff.
In the background we could see Pearson’s face getting more angry at the ceremony and giving us that look that we couldn't lose.
Which we needed no reminding of. Suffice it to say, we destroyed them and our fifth man had his glass on his head whilst their
number two was still drinking.
The crestfallen coach of the opposition was clearly distraught and we helped to make his misery more complete by then proceeding
to take over the clubhouse lead by Pearson, through a repertoire of our favourite songs (Father Abraham, Barnacle Bill etc) This
culminated in Pearson taking a beer tray and building a bonfire out of beer mats, then lighting it and leading us in singing Ging
Gang Goolie.
Chris created a true team during my playing time with the colts. We played together, drunk together, and sometime fought
together. The nights at Colts Corner are forever burned in my memory, and he sewed rugby into my soul. I still get a small shiver
down my spine when I see Pop-Up Pearson (Pop-Up Pirate) or hear Vindaloo mentioned.
James Neal
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Chris and I were working at a retail exhibition in Dusseldorf and the German MD asked if Chris had been to Dusseldorf before. No
replied Chris but my father flew over it several times. Result: confused German, me choking trying not to laugh, Chris with big grin.
Mel Gray
I always remember on a tour to Great Yarmouth (approximately 1980) Chris was in charge of the beer kitty. After one round of
taking all the different drinks made a decision that Guinness was compulsory. The order was 28 pints of Guinness. Everyone
complied and drank Guinness for 3 days. No joking local pubs we frequented had to borrow barrels from other pubs.
In 1982 Chris accompanied me to my stag do weekend in Wigan. He really got on with all the regulars in the working mens club near
my old home. Even gave them the Jabberwock. And the point I want to make is that when I return home to Wigan they still ask
about him such was the impression he left.
Denis Hardy
A cornerstone of the scrum; a cornerstone of the club!
Murray Bliss
I had just received my first ever call up to the 1st XV, I would have been about 19 and Paul Whiting was the captain, Anyway to
celebrate this seminal moment, Chris decided we should go to his favourite haunts in Luton, a boozer called The Blockers (made the
bar in Star War look conservative and then the Mad Hatters) Naturally he got me absolutely hand carted, I did protest, but he
assured me this was the best way to get over pre-match nerves and was a proper rugby way to prepare, anyway I soon realized that
like those Star Trek fans, resistance was futile.
Well of course I felt dreadful the next day and arrived at the Ampthill changing rooms probably looking as bad as I felt. I was now
really worried I knew that Paul had a zero tolerance to pre-match shenanigans, so I was thinking, if he finds out, this would be my
first and last 1st team call up under his regime. Chris took one sniff of me and said, sit by me, I asked why? he said watch and learn.
So Whiting walks into the changing room, in a second he exclaims, “Who was on the piss? I can smell you. When I find out you can
get out of the changing room right now. Well he is passing by all the players, but he did not come near where I was sitting in the
corner with Chris and the moment passed, when walking onto the pitch, I asked Chris why he did not come near me, he said we
really have a spiky relationship so I knew he would never find you if you sat with me.
To his credit, Paul said after the match, “I knew it was you, you little c**t but I thought I’d let it go”. Modesty aside I had a good
debut and he said “That was your only chance, don’t do it again!”
I retained my place for the next week and Chris invited me out again on the Friday night, and guess what, I went. However, I needn’t
have worried about being dropped, as I tore a hamstring and did not play much for the rest of the season.
I smile while penning this message, no sadness just great memories. We remained friends from that moment, a real gentleman and
a genuine larger than life character, that we only encounter once in a lifetime.
Giles Taylor
When I was a 16 year-old youth, and my 1st time training with Leighton Buzzard on a Tuesday night. Dave Yirrell was taking the
training and he told everyone to pair up. I looked around and all I found left was Pearson.
Also, in those days we used to play 'Bulldog' at training, I won a game and had to call person to run first. It was Pearson because he
was slow and I could catch him!
Paul Young
When Mel and I were in our stewarding years, most Saturdays I took away Chris's key and made him up a bed in the members bar.
Every Sunday morning, where did I find him? On the concrete floor in the changing room.
Myra Gray
My former brother-in-law was a guy called Chris Bewick, whom a number of you will remember as a one-time P.E. teacher at Gilbert
Inglefield. Now Chris B. is a died-in-the-wool socialist and held a good number of the typical views held by died-in-the-wool
socialists, the redistribution of wealth being one of them. However, when he came to the club to collect me one Saturday evening
and Pearso spotted him deciding that £1 of his wealth needed re-distributing, the socialist ideals went right out of the nearest open
window. Chris B point blank refused citing that had he been down to watch the match he would have bought a ticket, but as he’d
only come to pick me up he felt justified in refusing. Pearso was not taking THAT for an answer and chased him round the clubhouse
in attempt to extract the money for one more raffle ticket. I’m sad to announce that he failed.
When we got home Chris B proclaimed to all and sundry that “this big bloke kept trying to sell me a raffle ticket”. I listened with a
wry smile as he wailed at the injustice of it all. Finally I said “Look that was the first time you’ve met Chris Pearson and I can
guarantee you that its not personal. When you meet him for the 101st time, he will be exactly the same”
A few months later we needed to do some heavy digging in the back garden of our place in Stanbridge to put in some decking (it
was the nineties after all). Chris B was to come down to help but I felt I needed some extra muscle. Another wry smile came over
my face and if I had had a moustache I would have twirled it and laughed like a villain in a Victorian melodrama. I decided to ask
Pearso to help and didn’t tell Chris B.
The re-match went without incident and later in the evening Chris B announced “he’s a good bloke”. “Told you” I said.
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Anyway, when we had finished we fed Pearso. As the three of us were eating, it was noticed that a wedding was taking place across
the road at St. John the Baptist. This was a rare event because the vicar of the time was a miserable sod and wouldn’t countenance
marrying anyone unless they came from the village and went to church 56 Sundays a year. As a result the three strong female
contingent of my house were up at the window watching every minute and commenting non-stop. Even Honey, my treasured Jack
Russell was sat on a chair, ears up, watching every moment. After about half an hour of incessant trilling, Pearso looked at me and
raised that familiar eyebrow. He paused and then said “I will NEVER complain about my missus gossiping again!!!”
Andy Tooley

“Was the committee meeting interesting Chris?”
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And to finish ….
With our sadly departed chum in mind, I thought I’d recount a couple of stories about two other legends of the game.
On Friday I attended a Sportsman’s Lunch at Bletchley RUFC where the guest speaker was former Bath and England winger
David Trick. This was the man whose first touch of the ball in international rugby came when he completely missed a
particularly stratospheric up-and-under from Ollie Campbell after which the ball took a vicious bounce straight into his
genitalia.
Anyway, he told a story about Martin Johnson who great beetle-browed leader that he was, was painted as not being a leading
light in academia. Johnno came to the national rugby consciousness when called up as a replacement to the 1993 Lions tour to
New Zealand. On his first morning after arrival Johnson came down for breakfast and was asked by the waitress what he
would like for breakfast. “Some toast, a grilled tomato and two rashers of bacon please” he answered. The waitress said “I’m
sorry sir, we don’t have bacon”. Johnson’s brow furrowed even more than was the norm and he slapped the table in
frustration. “56 millions sheep in the country and you don’t have any bacon??!!”
The second story involved Gareth Chilcott, one-time speaker at our Club Dinner. Though still playing for Bath, Trick was
working and living in London and one weekend Coochie came up to visit. He’d never been to London before though had heard
about it. Trick asked him where he would like to visit. “Tell you what Tricky. I fancy going to that there Stringfellows”. So off
they went.
Once there Chilcott’s eyes were permanently lit at the standard of the scenery. On returning from his first comfort break of
the evening he approached Trick at the bar with a big grin. He clapped his hands and said “Hey Tricky. I smell c**t!”, to which
Trick replied, “Yeah, sorry Cooch, that’s me. I’ve just paid twenty-seven quid for a pint of lager”.
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